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LAW FIRM FUTURE – 
A MACRO / MICRO VISION FOR LEADING AND 
PLANNING FOR AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

The thirteenth Managing Partners Forum held last week at 
the Sheraton Grand Mirage in the Gold Coast was in the 
words of one of the delegates ‘the best event they have 
attended in a while’.  We are both thrilled and humbled to 
continue to provide topical programmes that bring the legal 
community together even after 13 years. 

The forum was chaired by Robert Cutler of Clayton Utz 
who did an excellent job of opening the event and always 
keeping the discussions on point after each speaker. It is 
never an easy task to keep the room motivated for a day 
and half and to ensure that day runs smoothly and on time. 

The theme of the forum was about better planning for a 
fluctuating economic future and the first two speakers 
tackled the topics with ease and skill. Roland Rajah from 
the Lowy Institute covered Australia, Asia and the chang-
ing global economy and added in the most current topic of 
all: the coronavirus and its implications the global economy. 
Roland was followed by John Daley of the Grattan Institute 
and he brought the Australian economic perspective to the 
table. His presentation was exceptional and delved into the 
big waves of change affecting Australia and its implications 
to future lawyers. It was not all bad news that came out of 
the economy talks, both speakers left a hint of positivity at 
the end of their sessions. 
Technology has become imbedded within the fabric of a law 
firm and Christopher Hatfield from FTI Consulting shared 
his experience working with clients to address their data 
privacy and compliance issues and prepare the firm for a 
legal event and possible future growth. It is always inter-
esting to hear technological solutions and how they have 
succeeded in firms.  Sean Conroy from Fileman did a short 
talk about the importance of managing your data and files 
and the ease of trusting the task to them to manage and 
organise your files for you.



Innovation is a term that we see thrown around often at leadership 
forums and we had a number of prominent speakers cover this 
theme at the event. Anna Lozynski from L’Oréal gave a powerful 
presentation on supporting the legal department of the future and 
how to be ready for the changing environment. One of the many 
good points were not to label innovation as hard; instead innovation 
should be looked as s.i.m.p.l.e : -  Strategy, Integrated, Marketing, 
People, Leadership and Evidence. It was a punchy presentation full 
of great points for discussion.

On the topic of innovation, Anthony Kearns from Lander & 
Rogers presented the last session of the day all about why innova-
tion doesn’t stick and what law firm leaders can do about it. It was 
an afternoon workshop after a long day of learning and he did an 
amazing job of getting everyone motivated for change and adding 
new skills to their pallette.  

The role of a law firm leader means being able to navigate a 
complex environment and Mark Rigotti brilliantly compared it to 
‘keeping the frogs in the wheelbarrow. He did an extraordinary pres-
entation on leading a global firm within a constantly changing legal 
sector and still keep the business moving forward.

Simon Pole of Unispace discussed how the changing legal sector needs to adapt its 
working environment to suit the agile and dynamic workforce. He always delivers an 
insightful and interesting session on the importance of the space within an office. 

The first day finished with even the weather holding off to have drinks and dinner poolside 
with the hum of the ocean as background sounds and everyone enjoying the opportunity 
to relax and chat. 

The second day was kicked off by the international speaker William Henderson who 
made the long trek down from Indiana University to present at the forum. He did a thor-
ough presentation on the opportunities and dilemmas of one to many legal solutions and 
how do you prepare and organise for this landscape. It was a riveting session that tied 
together a number of the issues covered by the other presenters in the first day. 



The subject of the transforming market was a key topic during 
the event and Damien Bailey from KPMG Law talked about the 
journey from big law to big four. He discussed how technology, 
the blending of expertise and solutions and the need for scale 
are transforming clients, competitors and the markets. It was an 
interesting look at how the new players in the legal landscape are 
creating a new client and market experience. 

Following on the theme of transformation Amber Matthews from 
DLA Piper explored the growing trend for flexible work practices 
and delivered an excellent hands on session on how to champion 
the trend and make it work within your firm. Peter Dombkins of 
PwC Australia also talked about transformation and how to dem-
onstrate the value and create a business case for transformation. 
Partner remuneration is always an important subject at the 
event and Michael Roch of Performance Leader discussed the 
relevance of how partners share profits and reward as a result 
of their contributions and how firms approach this topic. He also 
shared the results of the 2020 Global Equity Partner Compensa-
tion Survey and shared the practical tips that it offers. Following 
on this theme was Carl Olsen from Thomson Reuters who 
expertly talked about strategic innovation for firms and the  
importance of formulating long-term technology strategies. 

It is always good to hear from solution companies at the event and all about the latest up 
to date technologies and solutions they offer. 

As with every successful event, the influence and knowledge brought to the programme 
from the beginning by the advisory panel is what guides the programme. Thank you 
again to our esteemed advisory panel for 2020: Fiona Crosbie, Allens; Michelle Dixon, 
Maddocks; Sue Kench, KWM, Gavin Macleod, Corrs Chambers Westgarth; Mark Rigotti, 
HSF; Wayne Spanner, Norton Rose Fulbright  and Adrian Tembel, Thomson Geer. 
We are also grateful to all our speakers for their time, commitment and knowledge  
sharing and to our sponsors for their support. Thank you also to our delegates for  
attending and enabling us to offer a platform for law firm leaders to network and learn. 
Thank you again for being part of the event and we look forward to seeing you again in 
2021. 
Jenny Katrivesis 
Conference Director 
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Any events is only as good as its speakers and we at Chilli IQ are incredibly lucky to have had leading experts from across 
Australia, Europe and US to share their knowledge with this unique group of delegates - we would like to 

personally thank them again.  

Thank you also to our event partners who make it all possible and to you the delegate, for attending and we hope that you 
found the event both informative and enjoyable.

George, Jenny & Kathy  - Chilli IQ

George Katrivesis
Marketing and Sales

Jenny Katrivesis
Conference Director

Kathy Katrivesis
Operations Director

Thank you George Katrivesis, Kathy Katrivesis & Jenny Katrivesis for bringing us together with some of our best legal leaders and delivering 
such a thought provoking agenda!   Daniela Pasini CBA  “

“

Thank you George Katrivesis, delighted to participate at this great conference you and your team organize every year!  Michael Roch   “

“

Well done to the Chilli IQ team on another successful Managing Partners Forum held this year at the beautiful Sheraton Mirage Resort & Spa 
Gold Coast. One of the only legal conferences I would give up part of my weekend to attend.     Monica Le Nguyen Aderant “

George, Kathy and Jenny  run a very professional and friendly conference.  Great people with high level of integrity and professionalism - 
Keep up the good work. Tony Carbone, Carbone Lawyers  “

“
“
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